story by Gerry Bishop; art by The CharacterShop

Ranger Rick Raccoon, Scarlett Fox, and
Boomer Badger are kayaking in the
Chukchi Sea off the coast of northern
Alaska. A beluga whale named Bella had
sent them a message about “big trouble”
and asked them to meet her here.
This water is
FREEEEEZING!

What do
you expect?
We’re in the
ARCTIC!

We should be
getting close to where
Bella said she’d be.

Boomer!
What are you
DOING?

We don’t want
to fall in, that’s for sure.
We’d be FURsicles in
minutes!

Wonder where
she is.

Gonna find
Bella by getting a
better view!

Hmmm.
I have an idea.

Look
at that polar
bear!

It's
looking right
at us, Rick.

Let's
just keep
paddling!

Nice and easy
now, badger—you’re
no polar bear,
you know.

Careful—you don’t
have enough blubber to
survive for long if you fall
in THIS water!

Whoops!
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Oh, NO!
Grab the paddle,
Boomer!

I-I-I-I can’t—my
p-p-p-paws are
too c-c-c-cold!

And here are
the other members
of my pod!

Tweet!
Click!

That’s why
we’re called “canaries
of the sea.”

They sound
almost like
birds!
Twitter!

Bella explains that beluga whales make more
sounds than any other kind of whale. They use
the sounds to “talk” to one another.
Whoa!

Huh??

That’s very
cool, Bella.

Speaking of
“cool,” how are you
doing over there,
Boomer?

Is that you,
Bella?
I’m talking
about the Ship of
Doom, Rick.

Yep. Welcome to the
Arctic! That badger was
lucky we were nearby!

WE?

I’d like you
to meet my calf,
Belmont .

O-K-K-K-K , I guess.
But if my teeth stopped
ch-ch-chattering, I could
hear those whales
a lot better.

And here
it comes
now!

The Ship of
Doom?

What do you
mean, Bella?

You’d better
follow us, and
FAST!

Why are the whales so afraid of this ship? And will
they be able to get away safely? Read the end of
the story next month!
Chirp, chirp!

MORE FACTS
• The beluga whale gets its name from a Russian
word meaning “white one.” Belugas are the only
all-white whales.
• Baby belugas are gray. But as they grow up, they
slowly turn white.
• Belugas live only in the icy waters in and near the
Arctic. They have thick layers of blubber (fat) under
their skin that help keep them warm.
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Strange
you should say that,
Boomer. We ALL wish we
could hear better
these days.

• Like dolphins, belugas make sounds that pass
through the water and bounce off nearby objects.
The sounds return to the whales as echoes. By
listening to the echoes, the whales can figure out
what and where the objects are (even when it’s too
dark or murky to see them). This ability is called
echolocation.
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